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Orac XTERIO – 10 Year Conditional Warranty 

All standard Orac Xterio products are produced in white RAL9003 and when fitted in 

accordance with our installation instructions come with a 10-year warranty. 

Orac Xterio Gallows Brackets should only be installed by securing fixings through the pilot 

holes provied on each product.  Appropriate fixings are either 8mm coach-bolts or 

mushroom headed non-ferrous screws.  Failure to abide by these instructions will invalidate 

the warranty. 

Orac Xterio Dentils and Rafter Feet can be secret fixed through either PVCu or timber 

soffits. Use two mushroom headed screws on larger dentils, or one screw on TF02, and RF01 

mouldings.  Whilst retro-fitting the RF01, TF02, and TF03 is possible using Superglue and 

activator please be aware that we cannot accept responsibility for any discolouration 

resulting from activators that are not UV stable. 

Orac Xterio Cornice supplied in RAL9003 benefit from our 10-year warranty when fitted 

using the appropriate Orac adhesives and in the right climatic conditions.  Xterio cornice 

should only be installed when temperatures are 5 degrees centigrade and rising. All cornice 

references should be fitted with FDP700 applied to the top and base of each length.  Ensure 

a thick bead (at least 6mm) is used all along the top and base of each moulding.   

In addition, we recommend installers provide a temporary timber batten to support larger 

references such as the C836 whilst the FDP700 is bonding to the front elevation and soffit. 

All Xterio cornice joints and mitre cuts should be bonded using our FX200 adhesive.  It is 

imperative that the overspill is not removed until one hour after each joint has been 

squeezed together.  After an hour (but not more than 2 hours) wipe of the clear FX200 

adhesive with a spatula and the remaining residue with builders wipes or neat acetone. 

Failure to follow these procedures may result in open joints.  Orac accept no responsibility 

for open joints where Xterio cornice FX200 has not been liberally applied to each mitre or 

butt joint at the time of installation.  

Orac Xterio Storage – it is the responsibility of the site agent or installer to ensure Orac 

Xterio deliveries are kept on dry level surfaces until installation.  We accept no responsibility 

for materials neglected by sub-contractors or site operatives. Cartons should not be walked 

on, stored with aggregate or left overnight on scaffolding.  Always store material in the 

appropriate way to ensure staining and damage does not occur prior to installation. 

 


